
 

 

Tea For Two Dry Erase Board 
Inspired by Michelle Suit 

Supplies-  

Paper: Tea For Two Designer Series Paper , Lucky Limeade and Very Vanilla Cardstock 

Ink: Sahara Sand Classic Ink 

Accessories: Big Shot, Oval Framelits, Hearts A Flutter Framelits, Tea Time Trinkets, Designer Builder Brads, Bakers Twine, ¾ inch 

circle punch, Paper Snips, Sponge, dimensionals, SNAIL, Adhesive, Crystal Effects, 12 X 12 frame 

 

 
 

The frame was purchased a hobby store who always has their frames on special- it is a 12 x 12 frame. I used a 12x12 Sheet of 

Designer Series Paper for the background. Cut a piece of Lucky Limeade 8x8 and a piece of Very Vanilla 7 ½ X 7 ½. Using SNAIL I 

mounted them onto each other and then trimmed one chevron row off of the Designer Series Paper this was attched with SNAIL. 

This piece was put into the frame. The Teapot, Banners and Charms are attached to the glass on the frame. I used SNAIL to adhere 

the banners and Teapot, Crystal Effects was used to attach the charms.  



 

Tea For Two Teapot 

 

                                                    

You will use the fourth largest oval framelit and cut designer series paper,then using the smallest oval you will cut 3 ovals. 

                                                      

One of the ovals will be made into the spout. Using the smallest oval framelit you will line it up as in the first picture above, after 

sending it through the Big Shot you will round off the bottom of the spout like in second picture and then take a little of the end of 

the spout as in the third picture. You have a spout. 

 

The second oval becomes the handle, line up the smallest framelit as shown above and run through the Big Shot. 

   

Using a piece of Very Vanilla cardstock cut one small oval framelit and punch on ¾ inch circle punch. 



                         

Using Sahara Sand Classic Ink sponge the edges of each piece, these are the pieces used to assemble the teapot.  

 

  

I attached the spout, the lid and the knob with dimensional. The Handle and bottom piece were attached with SNAIL.  
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Teapot Card 

             

Supplies-  

Stamps: Tea Shoppe 

Paper: Tea For Two Designer Series Paper and Very Vanilla Cardstock 

Ink: Sahara Sand Classic Ink 

Accessories: Big Shot, Oval Framelits, Hearts A Flutter Framelits,  

Ticket Punch, Tea Time Trinkets, Calypso Coral and Lucky Limeade Markers,  

 Designer Builder Brads, Bakers Twine, ¾ inch circle punch, Paper Snips,  

Sponge, dimensionals, SNAIL, Adhesive    

                 

Cut an extra Oval from Very Vanilla. On the Designer Series paper oval using the smallest framelit cut off the top portion of the 

Designer Series paper oval as shown above. Sponge all pieces with Sahara Sand Classic Ink.  

                                  



Cut a Piece of Very Vanilla Paper 2 x 2 ¼ inches. Using Lucky Limeade and Coral Calypso Markers ink flower image and stamp on 

Very Vanilla cardstock. Attach lid of teapot onto Very Vanilla cardstock only putting adhesive at the very top of the very vanilla 

paper.  The lid of the teapot will actually go over the body of the teapot.  Line it up and then flip the teapot over: 

   

Put some snail on the right and left of the very vanilla cardstock. Attach the other very vanilla cardstock to back of teapot. 

                                       

Using the Lucky Limeade Marker ink the stamp and punch it with the Ticket Punch. Take the punch piece and put it back into the 

punch as shown:  

 You can make all different size tickets!  

          

Using a small piece of bakers twine and a dimensional place the twine on the back of ticket- but DO NOT TAKE the other paper off 

the dimensional. Then attach the other end of the twine to the lid.  
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